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Making adventures
extraordinary!
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engaging characters to life.

Foremost amongst these is
Poppy Cat herself. Endearing and
determined and for whom no task
is out of reach nor any problem
unsolvable, she is devoted to her
friends Zuzu, Mo, Alma, Egbert
and Owl. Her imagination fuels
each and every adventure and
when you’re with Poppy Cat
anything can happen.

Combining the best of UK and
US production talent with some
outstanding voice acting, including
Gavin and Stacey’s Joanna Page,
the series uses a combination
of stunningly hand-crafted
environments and exciting
2D/3D elements to mirror the
pop up feel of the books.

Alma

Mo

Owl

Aimed squarely at 3 to
5-year-olds, but suitable for
children of all ages, Poppy
Cat marries stories of
friendship with fantasy play
and is sure to delight all
those that watch.

Zuzu

Egbert

and
Poppy
Proving popular with
viewers on both sides
of the Atlantic, Poppy Cat
is a top five show on
commissioning channel
Nick Jr. UK as well as
being a top
-rating show
on Sprout in the US.

Buried Treasure
When Alma loses her new necklace; Poppy takes them
on a ship to find buried treasure with the help of her
pirate treasure map. They are interrupted by a fierce
pirate, Admiral Itchybeard (Egbert), who steers them
into fog but a kindly whale helps them out.

Cheese Mountain
Poppy leads her friends on a hot air balloon ride to
Cheese Mountain so Alma can practice her French words,
but Mo reveals that he is afraid of heights along the
way. Capt. Buzzy of the Bee Police (Egbert) attempts
to thwart their ride, but they land on Cheese Mountain
where Mo bravely goes after their runaway balloon.

Space Monsters
After Alma confides she had a dream in which Zuzu was
a space monster, Poppy takes them to outer space in her
rocket, where they encounter Cluckeroo, the Alien Chicken
(Egbert), and where Owl gets sucked into space by Zuzu’s
accident. Zuzu takes control of the rocket during an
asteroid shower, proving he is no space monster but
their good friend.

Based on the books by Lara Jones Producer Leo Nielsen
Executive Producers Zoe Scurfield, Michael Dee and Julian Scot t
A Coolabi/King Rollo Film co-production for Nick Jr UK
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